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Report of the President to Council, November 16th, 2016 
 

Committees 

 Leacock’s: Hard copies hitting AUS this week – placed orders! Also had a wine and cheese 
last week that was a collaboration with the slam poetry club at McGill.  

 CBRC: Post-poned last week’s meeting to this week. Will be reviewing FEARC By-Laws. Also 
checked in with different groups about changes.   

 Info-tech / ACLFC: Received follow up information regarding the Info-Tech proposal.  Met 
with Tech Coord and Sunny from Labs to go over Laptop Lending program. Looking for new 
ways to advertise Ferrier Lab spaces as well as laptop lending; under utilized services    

 AIOAC: Status Quo except that AUS videographer completed AIO video. Has been posted 
on their website and we will be doing more promotional videos for them throughout the 
year.  

 Equity: Met with Equity Committee on Friday. Looking for rooms to book for event in new 
year. They are looking to collaborate with ACE as well. Planning on posting complaints form 
on the website Thursday.  

 MHAUS: Had a meeting last Wednesday. Planning on setting up table to do consultation 
about the new mental health policy that McGill scooched through. Event scheduled for the 
22nd to have people have an open discussion about mental health.     

 FMC: Approved / rejected more funding requests.   

 WYBA: In the midst of room booking and looking for speakers, etc. Made a survey re. what 
events to include / improve. Dates Jan 25- Feb 3. Another meeting on Friday. Submitted 
funding application for DADF    

HR 

 Sec gens compiled a report about ethical hiring practices 

 Organograma created 

 Centralizing system for hiring and stipend payments.  
Misc 

 Organized catering and promotional material’s for Dean’s Brunch; applying for funding 
from DADF. 

 Regaining access to the screens in the Leacock lobby and the Arts lounge that we can 
program as advertising spaces for AUS groups and events 

 Leacock’s Spaces: Have a meeting with McGill Campus Space and Planning to follow up 
with our conversation from the summer. Also have a meeting with Gillian Lane Mercier to 
see what, if anything we can implement for the next academic year.  The original plan was 
a little excessive but there were some valuable parts that we are interested in discussing 
more.  

 Renegotiating insurance 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
Beck Goldberg 
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